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Objectives of this session
• Review different compensation mechanisms for self-consumed DPV
systems
• Clarify different terminologies and detailed design elements of
compensation mechanisms

• Review and confirm the details of the Philippines’ net metering scheme
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Background
• PV self-consumption: production of PV electricity for one’s own
use
• Distributed PV (DPV), rooftop solar, distributed solar PV
• Detailed design elements of self-consumption schemes matter
to:
– DPV customers’ economics
– Utilities’ economics (impact on revenue loss, burden of subsidy)
– Non-DPV customers’ rate impact

• Three broad categories of self-consumption schemes
– Net Metering
– Net Billing
– Self-consumption only
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First net metered system outside government
properties, Massachusetts, 1979

This system demonstrated that “net metering” was possible.
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Net metering/Net billing scheme implementation
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Spectrum of DPV self-consumption schemes

Self
consumption
only
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Philippines’
Net Metering

Classical
Net Metering
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What does a compensation mechanism do?
Treat all PV electricity produced:
All PV electricity produced:
• Pay for all PV electricity produced
• At a rate: typically higher than retail but
doesn’t have to be.

FiT

Treat the self-consumed part vs. excess separately: Self Consumption
Schemes
Self-consumed part of PV electricity:
• Typically is valued at the tariff rate to
which the customer subscribes
• Bonus on top of this is possible but rare.
Excess PV electricity:
• How frequently it is read and recorded
to offset the kWh that consumers buy from the
grid integration interval

• Whether it is accounted as kWh or as $
Consumed electricity (kW)
Generated electricity (kW)
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Terms related to Net Metering and Net Billing
Integration interval
Billing period

The time period in which excess kWh is used to offset consumed kWh
Typically 1 month
Is banking of credits across billing periods allowed?

Banking
Or rolling credit
option

If banking is allowed, credits are “rolled” over to offset grid consumption
in subsequent billing periods

If the credit is in kWh:
NET METERING

Banking
period

Buyback rate
7/16/2018

•
•

If the credit is in $ and #
retail rate:
NET BILLING

The rolling of credits can occur across many billing periods until the end of the
“banking period”.
Hour/day/month/year/2 years/indefinitely

Rate for export in $/kWh
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How does net metering work? (classical net metering)
Net metering allows PV producers to
“bank” excess generation.
PV electricity is consumed first.

Excess power that flows

to the grid is settled at
the end of the month and
can be “banked” as kWh
credits that would offset
energy use in subsequent
billing periods
Picture Credit: IEA (2016)

Meter: -one existing electromechanical meter that is allowed to turn
backward (bidirectional meter), or
-one gross generation meter + one existing bidirectional meter, or
-one digital meter, measuring import and export separately
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What are the values of self-consumed vs. excess electricity under
net metering? (classical net metering)
Value of self-consumed PV
electricity = retail rate

Value of excess PV = retail rate

Other details that make each net metering scheme unique:
-banking option
-banking period
-buyback rate at the end of the banking period
-additional details such as cap on installed capacity or export
Indonesia

Vietnam

U.S.:
Washington D.C.

Italy

Banking option

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (for systems<100 kW)

Banking period

indefinite

1 Year

indefinite

indefinite

Buyback rate
at the end
of banking
period

N/A

premium rate,
annually revised
(2000
VND/kWh)

N/A

N/A

Other countries with net metering: U.S. states, Spain, Greece, Belgium
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Compensation for
Excess Generation
Net
Metering

Net
Billing

Banking
option (kWh)

No

No

Yes
Is banking across billing
periods allowed?
Buy back at the end of
the banking period?

Buy back at the end
of the billing period

Banking
option (peso)

Yes
Is banking across billing
periods allowed?
Buy back at the end of
the billing period

Buy back at the end
of the billing period

N
= Retail
> Retail
< Retail
rate
rate
rate
o
“Net Metering with rolling credits and
buyback”

< Retail
rate

Yes

No
“Simple
Net
metering”
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< Retail
rate

= Retail
rate

= Retail
rate

> Retail rate

Buy back at the end of
the banking period
> Retail
rate

“Net Metering with monthly
buyback”

< Retail
rate

= Retail
rate

> Retail
rate

“Net billing with monthly
buyback”

Note: Buyback rates can be static or dynamic.

< Retail
rate

= Retail
rate

> Retail rate

“Net billing with rolling credits
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and buyback”

Types of net metering
Simple net metering
• If generate < load  Prosumer pays the utility
• If generate > load  Prosumer pays nothing and get paid nothing
• Example: Thailand’s DPV Pilot (2016)
Net metering with buyback
At the end of the billing period:
• If generate < load  Prosumer pays the utility
• If generate > load  Utility pays consumers @ retail /below retail/ or above retail rate
Net metering with rolling credit
• If generate < load  Prosumer pays the utility
• If generate > load  excess electricity in one billing period is credited to the next
bill; and next bills until the end of the banking period; at the end of banking period,
remaining credit is set to zero.
Net metering with rolling credit and buyback
• Excess electricity at the end of the banking period is bought at buyback rate.
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What are pros and cons of net metering?
Net metering features

Pros

Compensation

Net metering allows compensation
at retail rates and therefore is very
attractive to prosumers.

Meter

Customers can continue to use their
existing electromechanical meters
without the need to get a new
meter

Meter setting

No need for new meter setting.
Only need to allow the
electromechanical meter to turn
backward

Accounting set-up
---

Cons
Net metering results in faster and
higher revenue losses for the utilities

---

---

When the rolling of credits is
allowed and digital meter is used,
utilities need to set up a new
accounting method whereby the
excess electricity is credited toward
the next billing period.

Tax revenue collection

---

Less tax revenue from purchased
electricity

Monitoring

---

If electromechanical meter is used,
inability to track load data.

Other discussion points: utility revenue impact, rate impact, administrative burden, ease of adoption by
customers, etc.
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How does a net billing scheme work?
In net billing arrangement, consumption and
excess energy are recorded separately

and valued at different prices

 Value of self-consumed PV

= retail rate
 Value of PV export
= another rate set
by government or

market
• Meter: -Two one-directional meters, or
- one digital meter with two data records (import from grid and
export to grid)

7/16/2018
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What are the values of self-consumed vs. excess electricity under
net billing?
Value of self-consumed PV
electricity = retail rate

Value of excess PV ≠ retail rate

Other details that make each net billing scheme unique:
-banking option
-banking period
-buyback rate at the end of the banking period
Singapore

Value of excess
generation

Prevailing lowtension electricity
tariff minus grid
charge

Banking option No

Malaysia

U.S.: Nevada

U.S.: Hawaii

Utility displaced
cost

95% of retail rate and

Yes

Yes

<retail rate

declines as cumulatve installed
capacity increases

No

(monthly settlement)

Banking period N/A

2 Years

N/A
Buyback rate
None
at the end
of banking
period Other Countries with net billing:
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1 Year
95% of retail rate

N/A
and

N/A

declines as cumulatve installed
capacity increases
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Types of net billing
Net billing with real-time buyback
•
•
•
•

Net kilowatt-hour is valued every 5, 15 minute interval (net export or net import)
There may be different export rates for different time period
The bill is settled at the end of the billing period, where net bill = export value-import value
Customers are not permitted to bank any excess electricity between billing periods

Net billing with monthly buyback
•
•
•
•
•

Net kilowatt-hour is valued at the end of the billing period (net export or net import)
Therefore, within the billing period, the exported kWh may offset imported kWh
The export rate is assigned to the net kWh that is left over at the end of the billing period.
Customers are not permitted to bank any excess electricity between billing periods.
This compensation mechanism is equivalent to net metering with buyback

Net billing with rolling credit
• Net export at the end of the billing period is assigned a value at export rate ($/kWh*kWh)
• This value is used to offset bill in the current and following billing periods, until end of the banking period

Net billing with rolling credit and buyback
• Excess credits at the end of the banking period is bought at a buy-back rate
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What are the pros and cons of net billing?
Net billing features
Compensation

Pros
Net billing’s rate of compensation
can be set at retail, below retail, or
above retail rate depending on
market conditions

Cons
Rate setting requires strong
justification and needs to be updated
on a regular basis (e.g., annually)

Meter

Higher cost for those that need new
meters:
-One electronic meter
-Two electromechanical meters

Meter setting

If the buyback rate is varied by the
hour, need to set up the meter to
have hourly time stamp and requires
more memory on the meters/
different type of meter reading
crew/ AMR

Accounting setup

Easy

-

Tax revenue collection

Tax can be collected from the
excess electricity purchased by the
utilities

-

Monitoring

Easy to monitor exported electricity
and track change in customers’ load

-

Other discussion points: utility revenue impact, rate impact, administrative burden, ease of adoption by
customers, etc.
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Summary: Net Metering and Net Billing
Design elements
Number of registers

Net metering

Net billing

1

2

Measurement

Do not need to separate export and
import data. Can take the net
Need to measure import and export
import or net export data as one
separately and assign different rates
number. Credits occur when there is to them.
net export in each billing cycle.

Comparison of Import vs. Buyback
Rate

Import and export (buyback) rates
are the same.

Two different rates for import and
export (buyback) of electricity

Compensation type

Physical compensation in electricity
unit kWh

Monetary compensation in currency
unit

Buyback policy

Two types: no buyback and buyback

Two types: no buyback and buyback

Rolling credit

Two types: Rolling credit, no credit

Two types: Rolling credit, no credit

Buyback rate

Below, equal or above retail rate

Below, equal or above retail rate
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Other important components of DPV self-consumption
programs
Presence of contract and contract length

• Long-term contracts can reduce the risks of policy and rate adjustments. This is
one of the distributed generation compensation options that could be used to
assure compensation rates for net-metered customers and increase certainty
(NREL, 2015).
System size limitation
• Some program may limit the system size for each customer’s type in order to
avoid too much reverse power flow into the grid.
Export limitation
• Similarly, export of excess generation may be limited through a limit in
compensation or using an equipment to cut off export, as required in grid code

Program cap
• The program cap could provide certainty for utilities because total net metered
capacity will not reach the number that makes instable finance
Fees
•
16/07/61

Back up fee, grid charge, metering charge, program charge, etc.
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How design elements affect customers and utilities
Customers generally enjoy greater savings when…
(and likewise, utilities experience greater revenue losses when…)
• Longer integration interval (when net billing with below-retail rate is
used)
• Longer banking period
• No limitations on PV sizing (e.g., in comparison to the load)
• No limitations on total excess generation in comparison to total grid
consumption

• Monetary value of export is equal to or greater than retail rate. (In
this case, customers are indifferent to self-consumption: export ratio.)
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Sample simulation: how design elements affect the
economics of self-consumption
Yearly bill savings in a Net Metering scheme
1,800.00

peak credits are used to offset peak
consumption in subsequent billing periods

1,600.00
1,400.00

peak credits are used to offset total
consumption in subsequent billing periods

USD

1,200.00
1,000.00

Saving per year (with peak/offpeak accounting)

800.00

Saving per year (without
peak/off-peak accounting)

600.00
400.00
200.00
-

0

0.066

0.156

Buyback rate at the end of banking
period (USD/kWh)
7/16/2018
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The Philippines’ Net Metering Scheme (p. 1 of 2)
Elements
Compensation for self-consumption

Compensation for excess generation

Integration Interval
(Netting Frequency)
Billing Period
Banking Option
Banking Period
Buyback rate at the end of the
Banking period

Contract with the utility
16/07/61

Philippine’s Net Metering Scheme
Saving of electricity bills at retail rate
(equivalent to DU’s retail rate, consisting of charges for
generation, transmission, system loss, distribution, subsidies,
taxes, and other charges)
Monetary value @blended cost (40-45% of the retail rate of
customer electric bill), excluding other generation adjustments.
The DUs’ blended generation costs are updated monthly on DUs’
websites.
***(e.g., 15 min? 30 min? an hour?)
1 month (Peso credits for excess electricity will be deducted from
electricity bill)
Yes, peso credits are settled monthly and can be carried over to
subsequent months if the value exceed consumption from grid
1 year or indefinite, depending on each DU?
***depends on each DU?***
At the end of the year, if there are remaining peso credits, the QE
can:


Perpetually carry over the accumulated peso credits to
succeeding bills until they are all consumed OR



Get paid in cash by DU for the remaining peso credits at the
end of the year

??? If yes, contract length =???? Indefinitely?
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The Philippines’ Net Metering Scheme (p. 2 of 2)
Elements
System size limitation

Philippine’s Net Metering Scheme
Up to 100 kW

(per installation)
Feeder cap (in Grid code, if any)
Program cap (total MW by regions or for the whole country)
Other features

Charges

1.

Total MW injected to the grid must not exceed total MW
consumed in a year.

2.

Only captive customers of DU can participate; customers
who receive their power from Retail Electriicty Supplier
cannot.

1) Fixed metering charge (Php/customer/month ) (e.g., 5
Php/month)
2) Metering charge per kWh based on the exported energy (e.g.,
0.4066 Php/kWh)
3) Fixed Supply Charge (e.g., 19.88 Php)
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Additional questions on the Philippines’ Net Metering
Scheme
1) What are the policy objectives of the Philippines’ net metering
scheme?
2) What are the motivations for modifying the Philippines’ net metering
scheme?

3) Of all the detailed design elements discussed above, which of the
design elements do you feel need to be modified?
4) Are there additional non-solar equipment costs such as
interconnection cost or additional taxes/fees on net metering customers
(such as permitting costs)?
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